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Catherine Ponder shares the spiritual laws of healing and deals with the causes of emotional and

physical problems. She shows one how to turn on the corrective thoughts in order to change the

whole pattern of your life for the better. It is explained that everybody can use these ancient healing

laws and there's nothing mysterious about them. In fact, healing constantly takes place in our lives

in simple ways that seem miraculous. We all have the healing power, if we only realize it. This is a

book that substantially expands one's consciousness. Should be on every healer'

bookshelf.Catherine Ponder discloses one useful healing technique after another, making this a

manual and reference work as well as fascinating reading for all interested in the vital work of

healing.
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I have read all of Catherine Ponder's books and cannot recommend them highly enough. She is the

ONLY author in this genre who provides new insights and new techniques in each and every one of

her books. (Other authors recycle the same idea in different clothing--not Ponder.) Her books are

especially rich and useful because she provides both techniques that work and the knowledge that

explains why they work and how and when to apply them.

The author shares the spiritual laws of healing and deals with the causes of emotional and physical

problems. She shows one how to turn on the corrective thoughts in order to change the whole



pattern of your life for the better. It is explained that everybody can use these ancient healing laws

and there's nothing mysterious about them. In fact, healing constantly takes place in our lives in

simple ways that seem miraculous. We all have the healing power, if we only realize it. The healing

laws include: The "No" law, "Surprise" law, Law of Release, the "Yes" law, Praise law, Law of love,

Miracle law, Occult law, Imaging law & the Mystical law. Countless examples of healing are

provided to demonstrate these laws in action. A pleasure to read and a book that substantially

expands one's consciousness. Should be on every healer' bookshelf.

I first read this 2 years ago. Since then, I have read many of her other books as well as one from

Florence Scovell Shinn. I am not the same person I was then.You can completely change your

experience of life by reading this book. Your thoughts and words are a form of energy and can be

used to create the life you want for yourself.

This book came back to me a few days away in my mind because I probably read this book over 10

years ago, it was given to me by a very close friend whom I look at to as a second mother and at the

time she let me read the book, I was not in any pain or had any health problems. She was reading

Ponder's book on Prosperity and let me read this one. Well needless to say, another disguised

Blessing was in the making because even though I was not sick and usually if you are not going

through sickness, people would probably not think to read this book. WRONG! There was a

message in the book just for me. I recall reading the secion about the Power of Release and at the

time I was in a 10 year relationship that I didn't know how to get out of. I felt trapped because he

was emotionally abusing me, I was scared that if I left he was going to cause me problems. There

was an affirmation in the Release section of Ponder's book that went like this "I fully and freely

release ___________ out of my life, I loose and let go and let God and know that he has already

answered my prayers". I toke to heart this affirmation and repeated this affirmation for several

months believing in my heart that God would release this person from my life FULLY AND FREELY

and behold a year later I was able to walk away from that relationship without a fear in my heart and

when I said I was done, I was done. I know that me reading this book and believing in this

affirmation is what allowed me to be able to do it. So I say this, listen to your spirit and God does

use people to Bless us and to get messages across to us when we least expect it. Never would I

have thought to buy a book about Healing when I am perfectly healthy, this is another example

about how God works in our lives.



Ones health is a most important asset. In this excellent book Catherine Ponder presents the

techniques to keep ones health or to recover ones health. They include calling on Jesus when one

is in need, imagery, tithing and other excellent advice. The book analyzes the

metaphysical-ultimate-causes of illness, and their cure. A wonderful and intellegent book.

This book has changed my life. I highly recommend it to everyone. The relationship between the

mind and healing is explained so clearly that the theories are very easy to apply. This information

can be applied to all facets of life. I continually refer back to this book for wisdom on dealing with

problems. If you read it, it will change you.

Having discovered I had cancer at end 2005 this book has help me to stay focused and has also

helped my recovery (my specialist has said I am doing exceptionally well. I fully recommend this

book for everyone it has answered a lot of my questions and more.

This is must reading for anyone desiring a guided tour of the body-mind connection. Actually, the

'spirit' enters into the picture as the third component of human experience. Dr. Ponder's books are

very easy to read and understand. For the non-believers--just keep an open mind and try it!

Catherine Ponder flavors all her books with many concrete examples and adds the ingredient of

humor which makes for an enjoyable read.
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